
S T R A T E G Y 

Is it on strategy?

Does the message match the medium?

Are the needs of the target audience met? (important, exciting, relevant, 
understandable, place in the funnel)

Does it serve its purpose within the campaign and yet, stand alone?

Are familiar images, copy and experiences used consistently to reinforce
brand experience and messaging?

 

D E S I G N 

Is there a wow factor?

Does it look inviting?

Is there a focal point and visual hierarchy?

Is there an intuitive flow? (“There should never be a moment of doubt.” cjh)

Is there breathing room?

Are photographs and footage diverse?

Is the logo big enough?

Are the specs met?

Do production standards exceed expectations?

 

C O N T E N T 

Is it actionable?

Will every word be read?

Is the main message see-able (not to be confused with readable)?

Do headlines and subs carry the story on their own?

Can narrative copy be better handled with numbered and bulleted lists?

Do headlines break in natural places?

Does it follow brand and/or (AP) style standards?
(Intentional style exceptions are ok!)

Is there a prominent, customized CTA?

Does the information stay well out of the weeds?

Is industry jargon contained?

Is the copy conversational?

Are character counts met?

 

E X P E R I E N C E 

Is there an emotional connection?

Is the experience easy?

Are we asking the audience to read or view or click more than they want?

Do things work?

Is it fast?

Are there no dead ends?

Is it a trustworthy technical experience?

Do we show things (visually) instead of tell things (copy)?

 

B O T T O M  L I N E 

Is it driving results (and irritating the competition)?

 

B O N U S 

What did you learn from your teammates over the course of this project?

GREAT?

IS
THE 

WORK 


